GE
Intelligent Platforms

Success starts with
GE Intelligent Platforms
Gain reliability, open connectivity and optimized
performance through our modernization solutions

Expertise. Experience.
Commitment.
Bring your plant up to modern specs with GE Intelligent
Platforms — an innovator in controller technology
drawing from more than 100 years of experience in
process technologies.

The products you need
Transform into a truly information-based business with our
suite of high-performance, reliable products. Our state-ofthe-art software, controller and communications systems
are modular, configurable and scalable — allowing for an
open and layered platform that addresses today’s needs and
tomorrow’s growth.

The protection only GE can provide
Benefit from our being part of the GE family with the security
and reliance you get from a mature and stable partner.
Access global resources, infrastructure, and extensive
manufacturing and supply chains. Ultimately, nobody can
protect your investment better than GE.

Technology for today and tomorrow
Improve your environmental and operating performance
with our modernization solutions. From open infrastructure
to innovative analytical software, we offer technologically
advanced platforms that can meet and exceed your
performance needs now and in the future — all with
minimal to no training and reprogramming.

Global customer support
Starting from the moment we propose a solution to your
project’s successful completion, we can help optimize
profits and minimize downtime with prompt support from
our global team.

To learn more about how we can help you,
visit www.ge-ip.com/upgrade-now.

Getting started is easier
than you think
Effectively managing the life cycle of your automation
products can be challenging. We can get you on the road
to improved productivity and reliability with state-of-the-art
controller systems and solutions. As one of the world’s leading
manufacturers, GE can make every aspect of upgrading to
the latest controller technology fast, simple and affordable.

We offer an easy and efficient
modernization path
You’ll be in complete control with our comprehensive
Life Cycle Management tools, services and support.
With an open technology architecture, GE provides a
quick and easy transition from your current operating
system to our advanced, high-performance solutions —
greatly reducing your downtime and startup risk
to production.

The benefits are obvious
• Minimize conversion and downtime risk to production
• Protect your current investments and intellectual property
• Improve your productivity with new capabilities and
data analytics

• Reduce your risk of operating aging products
• Reduce costs for locked-in spare parts and maintenance
Preserve your investment
GE protects your investment by providing you with the
newest capabilities in data analytics management. Your
programming will be protected and converted along with
minimal training due to system similarity.

Mitigate risk.
Maximize returns.
Leverage greater transparency and better predictability
with proactive life cycle planning. With GE products, you can
better align with your overall business strategy and position
yourself for a competitive advantage into the future.

Your competitive advantage
begins today.
By looking ahead at the life cycle of your assets,
we can offer easy and efficient modernization
solutions for greater transparency, risk mitigation
and performance — both today and tomorrow.

To learn more about how we can help you,
visit www.ge-ip.com/upgrade-now.

Simple steps to
modernization
Your infrastructure update begins here. We’ll walk you
through a simple, 4-step process to ensure you have a
customized plan that is as unique as your plant.

Site assessment
To develop a robust modernization strategy that is
customized for you, we must first assess your needs.
A sales specialist will walk through your site with you to
fully understand your current equipment status and
application details.

Product roadmap review
Once the Site Assessment is completed, our technical team
will review the collected information. We will then provide
you with a unique, individualized solution and propose
products and services for modernization.

Proposed solution
Based on the information collected during the site
assessment, a sales specialist will provide you with your
specific solution overview, timeline and budget, in addition
to spare parts and tool recommendations necessary to
complete modernization.

Implement modernization solution
The process concludes with a validation of assumptions,
followed by flawless execution. The final result for your
operation is reduced downtime risk and improved
performance at startup.
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